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   Movicon X is the tenth evolutional version  of Movicon, the latest 

   generation software for supervision, monitoring, data acquisition and 

   process control (Scada/HMI). Simple-to-use, high performances and 

   scalability are its dominant tools of success. 

 

   Movicon X is an integrated and powerful work platform, purposely 

   designed to make your work easier, faster and more pleasurable to do. 

 

   All the basic problems in developing automation applications have been 

   resolved by integrating all you will ever need into a one enviroment 

   only, ready and waiting at your finger tips. 

 

   The object programming technology allows you to create sophisticated 

   supervision and control solutions in just a few minutes with immediate 

   hardware device connections. 

 

   Movicon X introduces the most innovative technology into industrial 

   supervision systems to guarantee the highest efficiency, openness and 

   scalability, by renewing the whole supervision concept in "open Web 

   architecture". 

 

   The new version of Movicon is completely based on the XML technology, 

   and includes functions especially designed to bring the openness and 

   security standards up to factory levels, breaking down those annoying 

   barriers and obstacles that get in the way of distributing data 

   smoothly. 

 

   The technologies on which Movicon X is based guarantee the user the 

   use of a revolutionized product without having to compromise 

   architecture and performances, while guaranteeing extreme simplicity 

   of use and therefore making it quicker to develop at the same time. 

 

   There are many other innovative features that make Movicon X the most 

   modern Scada/HMI platform on the world market today. 

 

   The advantages you get when using Movicon X are: 

 

     - Just one only development environment, from WinXP to WinCE. 

     - Unmatched openness thanks to the XML structure. 

     - Unmatched Networking based on the  SOAP and Web Services. 



     - Independence from any hardware manufacturer. 

     - Very userfriendly. 

     - Power and Performances. 

     - Time saving in developing applications. 

     - Very cost efficient - dramatic cost reductions. 

     - Unbeatable Services and Support. 

 

 


